An ESG survey of 1,257 multi-cloud users found that consistent infrastructure and operations across public, private, and edge clouds add real business value, including:

1. **Enhanced security and less risk**
   Cloud management consistency has a big impact on security. ESG asked respondents about their experiences with security breaches, application outages and other events resulting in data loss or improper exposure. They found that 84% of organizations with consistent cloud management cut risk and enhanced security.*

2. **More workload mobility**
   Consistent cloud management optimizes cloud onboarding and migrations and reduces vendor lock-in, giving organizations the freedom to move workloads quickly and easily. Cloud leaders surveyed cut 2.4 work weeks per workload migrated to the cloud on average.*

3. **Efficiency that cuts cloud costs**
   Organizations with consistent cloud management get more done in the cloud. They complete more cloud projects on time and under budget to improve cloud economics. Cloud leaders surveyed finished 19% more of their cloud projects on or under budget.*

4. **Complete control**
   Consistent cloud management gives managers more visibility and control over their public clouds, so they can manage their environment holistically and eliminate blind spots. Cloud leaders surveyed report total visibility and control over their public cloud infrastructure 3.4x more than laggards.*

**ESG survey: Top 4 benefits of cutting cloud complexity**

See more insights from ESG research ›
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